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Abstract. In this work we investigate the solid-solution series
LayCu3RuxTi4−xO12. The titanate La2/3Cu3Ti4O12 (x=0) is an
antiferromagnetic insulator exhibiting colossal dielectric constants,
while the ruthenate LaCu3Ru4O12 (x=4) is known as a rare
d-electron derived heavy-fermion compound. Detailed structural in-
vestigations, AC- and DC-magnetization measurements, resistivity,
specific-heat, and magnetic-resonance investigations have been per-
formed for all polycrystalline compounds prepared by solid-state syn-
thesis. These experiments have been accompanied by band-structure
calculations. Close to the Ru concentration x = 2 we identify a
quantum-critical point coinciding with a metal-to-insulator transition.
The quantum-critical point separates an insulating spin glass from a
paramagnetic metal. Interestingly, there is no evidence for a divergence
of the effective mass upon reaching the quantum-critical point from the
metallic side. In the paramagnetic metal, Ru behaves like a canonical
Kondo ion. While the Ru oxidation state remains stable at +4 for the
whole concentration regime, the Cu valence seems to decrease from
+2 in the insulating antiferromagnet with localized copper spins to a
significantly lower value in the metallic heavy-fermion compounds.

1 Introduction

Transition-metal compounds of the perovskite-related superstructure AA′3B4O12 are
derived from the parent compounds ABO3 by substituting three fourths of the
A-site cations by Jahn-Teller active atoms like Cu2+ or Mn3+. A collective rota-
tion of the BO6-octahedra leads to a new crystallographic A

′-site with square-planar
coordination and yields doubling of the perovskite unit cell along all three directions,
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leaving the overall cubic symmetry intact. The AA′3B4O12 compounds show a va-
riety of different electronic and magnetic ground states. CaCu3Ti4O12, for instance,
gained considerable interest due to the occurrence of colossal dielectric constants [1,2].
CaCu3Mn4O12 is an insulating ferromagnet with an ordering temperature of 360K [3]
and CaCu3Ru4O12 is a heavy-fermion metal with strongly enhanced effective masses
of the band-state electrons [4–6]. The formation of heavy fermions in transition-metal
oxides is still a matter of debate and of current interest. Conventional f -electron
based heavy fermions are formed by hybridization between localized f electrons of
rare-earth or actinide compounds and mainly s- and p-derived conduction electrons.
However, heavy-fermion behavior has also been detected in LiV2O4 where strong
electronic correlations result from hybridization of partly localized with delocalized
d-electrons of the vanadium ions [7,8]. In addition, clear evidence for non-Fermi liq-
uid behavior has been detected in CaCu3Ru4O12 below 2 K and this compound has
been identified as being the first intermediate-valence system among transition-metal
compounds [9].
To further elucidate the electronic correlations in CaCu3Ru4O12, it seems inter-

esting to follow the evolution of heavy fermion to insulating and antiferromagnetic
behavior by substituting titanium for ruthenium. The synthesis of this solid solu-
tions has been reported earlier [4,10,11]. However, it is our believe that in the Ca
compounds a miscibility gap shows up at intermediate concentrations and that the
full concentration regime between titanium and ruthenium is not accessible. It has
been shown that in the ACu3Ru4O12 compounds, the A-site can also be occupied
by different rare-earth ions, namely by La, Pr, and Nd [10,12–16]. Smaller trivalent
rare-earth ions such as Sm3+ seem to destabilize the perovskite derived structure due
to the smaller size compared to Ca2+. On the other hand, for A = Sr2+, which is
larger than La3+, only the pure titanate and ruthenate are available [13,17].
In this work we document that the whole solid solution can be obtained for the

La compounds [15]. The samples were prepared using solid-state synthesis and were
characterized by x-ray diffraction. The magnetic properties were investigated using
susceptibility and magnetic-resonance techniques. In addition, we present detailed
resistivity and heat-capacity results as function of temperature. The evolution of the
ground state from the heavy-fermion behavior in LaCu3Ru4O12 to insulating anti-
ferromagnetic La2/3Cu3Ti4O12 is followed in detail. We report the occurrence of a
metal-to-insulator transition coinciding with a quantum-critical point where mag-
netic order finally becomes suppressed. In addition, we show how the stable divalent
Cu ions with spin S = 1/2 in the antiferromagnetic insulator becomes destabilized,
taking over the role of band states and hybridizing with the ruthenium moments.
Hence, on the metallic side, but still at low ruthenium concentrations the system
reveals Kondo-like physics, which results in strong electronic correlations with con-
comitant heavy masses when reaching the full ruthenium concentration x = 4. These
investigations in LayCu3RuxTi4−xO12 show how quantum criticality, Kondo physics,
metal-to-insulator transition and heavy-fermion behavior can be studied in one solid-
solution system without additional rare-earth derived 4f moments at all.

2 Synthesis and experimental details

2.1 Synthesis

Polycrystalline samples of LayCu3RuxTi4−xO12 were prepared from a mixture of
La2O3, TiO2, RuO2, and CuO in corresponding molar ratios to obtain 2 g of the final
product [10,12,15,18,19]. An excess of CuO (roughly 0.3 g per g of final product) was
added as self-flux. This CuO excess was removed after the calcination using diluted
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hydrochloric acid. The ground starting mixture was pelletized to avoid reaction with
the crucible material. The pellets were heated in air between 1000◦C and 1040◦C for
at least 96 hours with intermediate grindings after 48 hours. The phase purity was
checked by x-ray powder diffraction after each calcination step. The required calci-
nation temperature depends on the composition. Pure titanate samples (x=0) were
reacted at 1000◦C, while Ru containing samples were heated to 1040◦C to achieve
single-phase material. The titanate powders exhibit an orange-brownish color, how-
ever, only a minor substitution of Ru (x > 0) for Ti turns the color of the powders
to black.
Due to the +3 valence of the rare-earth metal ion the samples with x < 0.33

possess an A-site deficiency. In the pure titanates 1/3 of the A-sites remain un-
occupied with sum formula Ln2/3Cu3Ti4O12 (Ln = lanthanide element) [20]. The
increasing Ru content x is accompanied by a concomitantly increasing A-site occu-
pation y according to y = 2/3 + x (for x ≤ 1/3). Thus, starting with the com-
pounds LaCu3Ru0.33Ti3.67O12 (x = 0.33) the fully occupied A-site is reached for
all samples until x = 4. To indicate these complex rules the samples are denoted
LayCu3RuxTi4−xO12, where y marks the (deficient) A-site occupancy.
For ESR investigations Gd3+ ions were additionally substituted on the A-site

for 1 ≤ x ≤ 4. For the synthesis the corresponding molar amount of Gd2O3 was
used instead of La2O3, applying the same temperature steps and preparation con-
ditions as for LayCu3RuxTi4−xO12 leading to samples with chemical composition
La0.95Gd0.05Cu3RuxTi4−xO12 [21].

2.2 Experimental details

Room temperature x-ray diffraction patterns were recorded using a Seifert TT3003
diffractometer equipped with a METEOR 1D detector. Cu-Kα1,2 radiation was used
to measure the patterns in the angular range 15◦ ≤ 2θ ≤ 100◦ with a step width
of 0.01◦. The patterns were analyzed by Rietveld-refinement utilizing the FullProf -
program suite [22].
Magnetic susceptibilities in the temperature range 2K ≤ T ≤ 400K were mea-

sured using a SQUID magnetometer MPMS-XL (Quantum Design). For the DC-
susceptibility measurements an external field of 1000 Oe was used. Measurements
under field cooled (FC) and zero-field cooled (ZFC) conditions were performed at
H = 100 Oe or 1000 Oe. AC-susceptibility measurements were carried out with an
AC-magnetic field HAC = 2 Oe applying frequencies between 0.4Hz and 1113Hz.
The specific heat was measured in the temperature range 1.8K ≤ T ≤ 300K

using a physical properties measurement system PPMS (Quantum Design). For the
resistivity measurements, the polycrystalline samples were pressed to square bars of
13 × 2 × 2mm3, sintered for 10 hours at 1000 ◦C and contacted with silver paint.
The measurements were performed with four point method in the Quantum Design
PPMS in a temperature range between 1.8K and 300K.
For ESR experiments we used a Bruker ELEXSYS E500 spectrometer working

at X-band frequency (9.4GHz) while for NQR we employed a home built setup. The
homodyne demodulation of the radio-frequency (RF) nuclear signals was achieved by
digital quadrature detection using a fast two-channel oscilloscope card.
Electronic band-structure calculations were performed using the full-potential

local-orbital minimum base code FPLO 7.00-28 [23,24]. The crystal-structure data
obtained from XRD Rietveld refinement were used as input data. The symmetry was
lowered to P1 (SG no. 1) to replace single Ru ions by Ti and to study the magnetic
interaction of the Ru ions by using local spin-density approximation (LSDA). The
number of k points in the reciprocal lattice was adapted to the reciprocal unit-cell
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Fig. 1. Crystal structure of AA′3B4O12. The structure is closely related to 2×2×2 perovskite
unit cells with rotated BO6 octahedra caused by the insertion of Jahn-Teller active ions
on 3/4 of the A-site, which is leading to the additional A′-sites. The A-site ions (La) are
represented by large turquoise spheres, the oxygen ions are drawn as small red spheres, and
the BO6 octahedra (Ru,Ti) are colored green. The A

′-site ions (Cu) are colored dark blue
and the square-planar coordination is highlighted by yellow A′–O bonds.

axis lengths and set to 4× 4× 4 according to literature. A scalar-relativistic setting
was used for the calculations.

3 Structural properties

LayCu3RuxTi4−xO12 is based on a 2× 2× 2 superstructure of the perovskite ABO3
unit cell. The specific crystal structure results from a cooperative rotation of the BO6
octahedra around 〈111〉 corresponding to a threefold tilting according to a+a+a+ in
the Glazer notation [25,26]. This leads to a general sum formula AA′3B4O12 for these
oxides, which crystallize in the space group Im3̄ (No. 204). The A-cation occupies
the Wyckoff-site 2a with relative coordinates 0 0 0. Three quarters of the former
perovskite A-site1 possess a strongly deformed cuboctahedral, almost square-planar,
coordination, expressed by the changed notation A′. Due to this coordination the
A′-sites (6b: 0 12

1
2 ) are suitable for Jahn-Teller active ions such as Cu

2+ and Mn3+ [17,

20,27]. The B-sites (8c: 14
1
4
1
4 ), where titanium is substituted by ruthenium, are

octahedrally coordinated by oxygens (24g: x y 0, where x is typically 0.18 and y is
0.31) [17,28]. This structure type was first described for CaCu3Ti4O12 in Ref. [29],
which is very well known for its outstanding dielectric properties [2,30,31].
A sketch of the cubic AA′3B4O12 crystal structure is shown in Fig. 1. The close

relationship to perovskites such as CaTiO3 or SrTiO3 is obvious. Green corner sharing

1 In the original perovskite the A-site has a regular 12-fold oxygen cuboctahedral coordi-
nation, while in AA′3B4O12 the A-site is icosahedrally coordinated.
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BO6 octahedra as well as the turquoise spheres marking A-site cations visualize 2×2×
2 perovskite unit cells [29]. Oxygens are represented by small red spheres. A′-cations
are marked by dark blue spheres and the A′O4 square plaquettes are highlighted by
yellow A′–O bonds. Obviously, the B–O–B angle deviates distinctly from 180◦ for
the perovskite as can be easily seen from the tilting between the octahedra. Due to
these structural features a plethora of physical properties can be observed depending
on the element composition and a rich field of possible applications is opened. Similar
to the original perovskites already small substitutions can lead to significant changes
of the physical properties. This is due to the strong correlation of the electrons of
the A′- and B-site cations caused by B–O–B and A′–O–B exchange interactions,
which mutually can affect each other via the A′–O–B–O–A′ exchange path. Besides
the doping of only one site, a co-substitution on both sites A′ and B in principle can
be performed and should result in even more complex phenomena.
A prototypical result of the Rietveld-refinement is depicted in Fig. 2a for

LaCu3Ru2.25Ti1.75O12. The fit quality indicates phase purity of the samples. This
high quality is also obtained for the other substitution levels. In Fig. 2b the diffrac-
tion patterns (normalized to the intensity of (220) and shifted by a constant value)
of LayCu3RuxTi4−xO12 are shown for different Ru concentrations from x = 0 at the
top to x = 4 at the bottom. With this figure we want to document the complete
miscibility for the whole concentration range. For some samples with intermediate x
very small features at 2θ ≈ 27◦ mark a minor TiO2 impurity phase well below 1%.
The unit-cell parameter a obtained from Rietveld-analysis of the x-ray diffraction

patterns is depicted in Fig. 3 as a function of the Ru-substitution level x (solid red
squares). Starting from the titanate (x = 0) the cell parameter a strongly increases
by roughly 0.03 Å for increasing x until La1Cu3Ru0.33Ti3.67O12. The steep slope is
mainly due to the increasing filling of the deficient A-sites (indicated by the occu-
pancy y), but it is also caused by the Ru substitution. The Ru4+ ions possess a
slightly larger ionic radius compared to Ti4+ [32] leading to a monotonous increase
of a in agreement with Vegard’s law. At x = 0.33 the A-site is fully occupied and,
therefore, the slope in the substitution range 0.33 ≤ x ≤ 4 of the increasing cell edge
becomes smaller, since only Ru substitution occurs in this substitution range. The
solid line is added to the figure to guide the eye. The data follow the cell parameter
values of NdCu3RuxTi4−xO12 shown in Ref. [33], they are only larger by a constant
amount according to the larger ionic radius of La3+ compared to Nd3+ [32]. The
cell parameters of the samples containing 5% Gd on the La-site are represented by
open blue circles. Only minor deviations are caused by the insertion of smaller Gd3+

ions, which allows the consideration of constant structural properties at the same
ruthenium concentration x as for the undoped samples [21].

4 Magnetic properties

The magnetic susceptibilities of selected LayCu3RuxTi4−xO12 samples are depicted
in Fig. 4a for x = 0, x = 2, and x = 4. These are prototypical representatives for the
three types of observed susceptibilities.
For the pure titanate (x = 0) antiferromagnetic order of the Cu S = 1/2 mo-

ments below roughly 25K is indicated by a distinct anomaly, while up to 400K the
paramagnetic behavior is well described by a Curie-Weiss law with a Curie-Weiss
temperature of −32K and a paramagnetic effective moment of 3.4 μB per formula
unit. The resulting average effective moment of 1.99 μB per copper ion is about 15%
higher than expected for S = 1/2 in spin-only approximation (1.73 μB) indicating an
enhanced g value of ≈ 2.23 as often observed in Cu compounds and in satisfactory
agreement with g = 2.16 as determined from electron spin resonance in polycrystalline
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Fig. 2. (a) Representative Rietveld-refinement of the x-ray diffraction pattern of
LaCu3Ru2.25Ti1.75O12 measured at room temperature. (b) X-ray diffraction patterns of
LayCu3RuxTi4−xO12 for different Ru concentrations x, normalized to the intensity of (2 2 0).
Impurity peaks are marked by asterisks.

material [34]. The antiferromagnetic order is also observed for low Ru concentrations
and its evolution is shown in Fig. 4b. Rounded cusps indicate long-range magnetic
order up to Ru concentrations of x = 0.33. For x ≥ 0.5 the slight kink in the suscep-
tibility has been identified as transition into a spin-glass phase as will be discussed
below.
At intermediate concentrations, over wide temperature regions, the magnetic sus-

ceptibility cannot be described by a simple Curie-Weiss law as evident from Fig. 4c.
Here in the 1/χ representation a curved susceptibility is shown for x = 1 and 2 and
only at high temperatures a Curie-Weiss susceptibility and a paramagnetic effective
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Fig. 3. Cell parameter a of LayCu3RuxTi4−xO12 (solid red squares) obtained from Rietveld-
analysis of x-ray diffraction patterns. The solid line is drawn to guide the eye. The Gd doped
samples (open blue circles) are prepared for the ESR experiments (see Sect. 7), where Gd3+

serves as the local probe.

moment can be deduced from the data. Such a curved susceptibility indicates a distrib-
ution of Curie-Weiss temperatures due to microscopic spatial fluctuations of the Ti:Ru
ratio. Similar effects are known, e.g. from diluted magnetic semiconductors, where an-
tiferromagnetic clustering between randomly adjacent magnetic ions is responsible for
the deviations from the pure Curie-Weiss law at low temperatures [35–38].

The susceptibilities for high Ru substitution levels x ≥ 3 show a different behavior,
since they are only weakly temperature dependent over a wide range. The Curie-
like increase of the susceptibility at lowest temperatures indicates the existence of
free spins, most likely in grain boundaries. Nevertheless, at elevated temperatures a
distinct Curie-Weiss behavior with effective moments of 6μB compatible with low-spin
Ru4+ and partly rather enhanced Curie-Weiss temperatures of up to −800K can be
deduced from a linear fit of the inverse susceptibility data as illustrated in Fig. 4d.
These extremely large Curie-Weiss temperatures of the Ru-rich compounds without
observable magnetic order down to the lowest temperatures can only be explained in
terms of a Kondo-like behavior of a strongly correlated electron system, where the
characteristic temperature T ∗, indicating the onset of correlations, is of the order T ∗ =
ΘCW/4 [39]. This characteristic temperature is comparable to the temperature of
the susceptibility maximum observed in the related compound CaCu3Ru4O12, which
exhibits intermediate valence properties [9]. Below T ∗ the local magnetic moments of
Ru4+ appear to be screened by hybridization with the conduction electrons.

The detailed evaluation of different parts of the inverse susceptibility in the full
concentration range provides further insight into the evolution of Cu and Ru moments.
At first, the high-temperature (hT) part (T ≥ 300K) of 1/χ was fit using a standard
formula χ = C/(T − ΘCW) representing the Curie-Weiss law (dashed line). The ob-
tained effective magnetic moments (μeff) and Curie-Weiss temperatures (ΘCW) are
depicted as solid blue circles in Fig. 5. The theoretical values of the sum of Cu2+ and

Ru4+ spin moments according to μeff =
√
3 · μ2eff(Cu2+) + x · μ2eff(Ru4+) is shown
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Fig. 4. (a) Temperature dependent magnetic susceptibility χ(T ) of LayCu3RuxTi4−xO12
for selected substitution levels x. The inverse susceptibilities are shown in panels (b), (c),
and (d) for x ≤ 0.5, for x = 0, 1, and 2, and for x ≥ 3, respectively. Fits are shown as dashed
lines for the “hT-fits” and solid lines for the “best fits”.

as dashed black line in Fig. 5a. The obtained fit values are satisfactorily following
these theoretical values indicating stable local Ru spin moments in this temperature
range. The Curie-Weiss temperatures are constant below x = 1 at roughly −100K
and decrease monotonously to a minimum of −1100K for x = 3. For x > 3 the values
increase again to approximately −800K.
By adding a temperature independent correction term χ0 representing a Pauli sus-

ceptibility, as expected in conventional metals, and possible van-Vleck paramagnetic
terms, the fit equation transforms to χ = C/(T − ΘCW) + χ0. Using this expression
the experimental data can be satisfactorily approximated in the temperature range
100 ≤ T ≤ 400K. This was denoted “best fit”, since the deviations of the fit over the
complete temperature range are rather small. For the effective magnetic moments
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Fig. 5. (a) Effective magnetic moment μeff of LayCu3RuxTi4−xO12 obtained from Curie-
Weiss fits of the inverse magnetic susceptibilities for different temperature intervals. The
dashed black line marks the theoretical sum of Cu2+ and Ru4+ spin moments. For the “best
fit” data the shaded areas represent the corresponding change of the spin moment per Cu
or Ru ion as obtained from DFT calculations, see Fig. 13. The lower arrow indicates the
direction in x of increasing delocalization or localization of spin moments. For details see
text. (b) Corresponding Curie-Weiss temperatures ΘCW obtained from the Curie-Weiss fits.

(Fig. 5a, open green squares) an unexpected evolution is observed. A minimum is
found at x ≈ 2 and the experimental values are strongly deviating from the theoret-
ical sum of the spin-only values for intermediate values of x. The reason is that this
kind of evaluation provides stronger weight to Curie-Weiss contributions with small
negative values of the CW temperature, while those with large negative CW tem-
perature are primarily covered by the temperature-independent contribution. This is
also evident from the obtained CW temperatures with their absolute values generally
smaller than those of the hT-fit (Fig. 5b). Up to x = 2, the values change only weakly
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from about ΘCW ≈ −20K to −100K with increasing x, while they shift from −100K
to −700K in the range 2 ≤ x ≤ 4. In spite of these discrepancies at intermediate Ru
concentrations, for the parent compounds (x = 0 and x = 4) both approaches yield
approximately the same effective moments and CW temperatures. We conclude that
whilst at high temperatures the effective moment of the spin-only values of Cu and
Ru are recovered, at low temperatures hybridization and Kondo-like screening effects
play a dominant role.
Besides the evolution of effective moment and Curie-Weiss temperature, measure-

ments of the field-cooled (FC) and zero-field-cooled (ZFC) susceptibility suggested a
spin-glass phase in the concentration range 0.5 ≤ x ≤ 2 by a distinct splitting between
FC and ZFC branches as illustrated in Fig. 6a. LaCu3RuTi3O12 (x = 1) exhibits this
behavior most clearly with a sharp cusp in the real part of the AC-susceptibility at
the freezing temperature Tf defined as the maximum in χ

′. To provide experimental
evidence for the occurrence of a spin-glass state for x ≤ 2, we performed a series of
detailed AC-susceptibility measurements. Some representative results of these AC-
susceptibility measurements with an AC-field of 2 Oe and measuring frequencies in
the range 1.3 ≤ ν ≤ 1120 Hz are also shown in Fig. 6a for LaCu3RuTi3O12. The
investigated samples show a frequency dependent shift of the freezing temperature in
the real part of the AC-susceptibility. In Fig. 6a the peak at roughly 8K is shifting to
lower temperatures with decreasing frequency, the typical behavior of canonical spin
glasses [41,42].

In Fig. 6b the obtained freezing temperatures Tf from the maxima for
LaCu3RuTi3O12 are depicted in an Arrhenius-plot. The measuring frequencies de-
termine the relaxation times τ = 1/(2πν) plotted on a logarithmic scale. The val-
ues follow a typical Arrhenius behavior in this small temperature range, which is
marked by the solid line. Due to the small temperature range an energy barrier of
Δ ≈ 100 meV together with an unphysically high attempt frequency is obtained from
the fit. Nevertheless, this indicates a thermally activated behavior for the spin-glass
state. It has to be mentioned that the Arrhenius behavior is only clearly observable
for x = 1, because the frequency dependent shift of the cusp maxima is significantly
smaller for other substitution levels, though it is visible for 0.5 ≤ x ≤ 2. On the other
hand, for x > 2 neither an FC-ZFC splitting nor a cusp in the AC-susceptibility were
observed.
The evolution of the magnetic properties for increasing ruthenium content x can

only be explained by the electronic correlations in LayCu3RuxTi4−xO12, the chang-
ing Cu valence and the gradual delocalization/localization of the Cu/Ru valence elec-
trons. The AFM order of the Cu spin moments in the pure titanate was described
by ferromagnetically coupled Cu moments in the {111}-planes, which are antifer-
romagnetically coupled with each other resulting in the negative Curie-Weiss tem-
perature [40]. This ordering should be influenced by the Ru substitution, since the
Ru ions (with d electrons) are inserted into the main exchange path Cu–O–B–O–Cu
(B = Ti, Ru) between the planes. This is evidenced from the monotonously decreas-
ing B–O–B bonding angle (from ≈ 141◦ for x = 0 to ≈ 139.5◦ for x = 4), while the
Cu–O–B angle remains constant at approximately 109.5◦. Indeed, as will be shown
later by band-structure calculations, the Ru substitution gives rise to gradual delo-
calization of the Cu valence electrons up to x = 2, where the spin-glass phase is sup-
pressed, and builds up localized Ru moments for higher x which become screened by
the delocalized copper electrons resulting in the paramagnetic heavy-fermion ground
state at low temperatures. This behavior is qualitatively reflected by the “best fit”,
which indicates first the decrease of the local copper moments at intermediate tem-
peratures up to x = 2 and then the increase of the local ruthenium moment for
larger x.
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Fig. 6. (a) Field-cooled (FC) and zero-field cooled (ZFC) susceptibility of LaCu3RuTi3O12
(x = 1) measured at H = 1000 Oe. AC–susceptibilities χ′ are also shown for different
frequencies. (b) Arrhenius plot of the relaxation time lg[τ ] versus the inverse freezing tem-
perature Tf for LaCu3RuTi3O12. The solid line is a linear fit indicating the Arrhenius-like
behavior.

5 Thermodynamic properties

For further characterization we performed heat-capacity experiments for the entire
ruthenium concentration range. As an example, Fig. 7 shows the heat capacity of
La2/3Cu3Ti4O12 from 2.2K up to room temperature in a representation of C/T as a
funcion of T . A lambda-shaped anomaly is clearly visible close to 22K indicating the
transition into long-range antiferromagnetic order of the Cu spin moments as observed
in the magnetic susceptibility. This magnetic contribution is on top of the typical
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Fig. 7. Specific heat of La2/3Cu3Ti4O12 in C(T )/T representation. The corresponding
Einstein-Debye phonon fit is shown as solid line. In the inset the residual magnetic heat
capacity CΔ/T after subtraction of the phonon fit is depicted. The magnetic entropy SΔ
(shaded area) amounts to 15.3 Jmol−1K−1.

phononic heat capacity Clat of the crystal lattice which can well be described by an
Einstein-Debye model (solid line in Fig. 7). To model the phononic heat capacity,
one Debye and several Einstein terms are required, each defined by its characteristic
Einstein- or Debye-temperature ΘE or ΘD. If we subtract the phonon contribution,
the pure magnetic heat capacity CΔ = C − Clat is obtained. CΔ/T is shown in the
inset in Fig. 7 for 2.2 ≤ T ≤ 60K and the lambda shape typical for a second-order
phase transition at TN becomes clearly observable. To obtain the magnetic entropy
change of this transition, CΔ/T is integrated over temperature: SΔ =

∫
CΔ/T dT .

This is marked by the shaded area under the peak in the inset of Fig. 7.
In Fig. 8 we show the low-temperature part (T ≤ 30K) of the specific heat for

selected Ru contents x. The heat capacity of the higher temperature range is basically
identical for all compounds due to the dominant phononic contribution and therefore
is not shown. The lambda-type anomaly indicating the antiferromagnetic (AFM)
ordering transition is observable for x ≤ 2, but becomes smeared out and shifted to
lower temperatures for increasing x. The cusp-like shape of the transition persists
up to a value of x = 0.33, while for x > 0.33 the AFM ground state evolves into a
spin-glass state with a smoothed maximum in CΔ/T . Already for values of x ≥ 2.25
no sign for any magnetic transition at low temperatures is observable, however, the
extrapolation of C/T towards zero temperature is clearly enhanced. This indicates
an additional electronic contribution to the specific heat which is usually denoted
as Sommerfeld-coefficient. Since this contribution is directly linked to the number of
free electrons at the Fermi-level, this behavior is typical for a metal. The samples
exhibit considerably increased Sommerfeld-coefficients of up to 139 mJ/molK2 for
LaCu3Ru4O12 [18]. This increase was also reported for spin-glasses, but with much
lower Sommerfeld-coefficients. Nevertheless, due to this it becomes rather difficult to
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Fig. 8. Detail of the specific heat in C/T representation of LayCu3RuxTi4−xO12 for selected
Ru concentrations in the range T ≤ 30K.

Fig. 9. Magnetic entropy SΔ obtained from the integration of the magnetic heat-capacity
contribution shown in Fig. 8 (solid red spheres, left scales) and the from these values calcu-
lated corresponding Cu spin moments (stars, right scales).

obtain the pure magnetic fraction of the heat capacity already for the spin-glass phase
of LayCu3RuxTi4−xO12.
The magnetic entropies obtained from the residual heat capacity after subtrac-

tion of the phonon contribution is shown in Fig. 9 for 0 ≤ x ≤ 2.25. Theoretically
one expects that AFM order results in an entropy change of SΔ = Rln(2S + 1) per
divalent copper ion with S = 1/2. Using this relation the average copper spin mo-
ments (shown as stars in Fig. 9) were calculated according to 1/2 · [exp (SΔ/3R)− 1].
The experimentally determined entropy for x = 0 amounts to 15.3 Jmol−1K−1 and
is only slightly lower than the expected value of 3R ln 2 = 17.3 Jmol−1K−1. Hence,
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Fig. 10. Temperature-dependent electric resistivity ρ(T ) of LayCu3RuxTi4−xO12 for ruthe-
nium contents 2 ≤ x ≤ 4 and La occupancies y = 1.

the average spin moment per copper ion amounts to 0.41, which is somewhat smaller
than the expected spin S = 0.5 but comparable to the results of the DFT calculations
discussed in Sect. 8. For the other samples the calculated spin moments decrease with
increasing x according to the smaller cusps observed in the low temperature specific
heat. This indicates a beginning delocalization of the copper 3d electrons with increas-
ing Ru concentration and a smaller average local Cu spin moment. The lowest spin
values obtained for x = 2 and x = 2.25 have to be considered with caution, since for
these samples the electronic contribution of the specific heat becomes comparable to
the magnetic one. Therefore, a correction using an appropriate Sommerfeld-coefficient
would be expected to lower the spin values significantly below S = 0.1 indicating the
itineracy of the Cu electrons and the proximity of the metal-to-insulator transition.

6 Transport properties

Figure 10 depicts the temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity ρ(T ) ob-
tained in LayCu3RuxTi4−xO12 for 2 ≤ x ≤ 4 on a double logarithmic scale, as the
values develop over ten orders of magnitude 10−4 < ρ < 106 Ωcm. For lower ruthe-
nium contents x < 2 the conductivities were too low to achieve reasonable data with
the applied experimental setup. At T = 300K the absolute value of the resistivity
generally increases on decreasing x except for x = 3.25 and x = 2, which appear to be
lower than expected. This most likely results from the fact that the resistivity mea-
surements have been performed on pressed powder samples, which naturally leads to
a scattering of the absolute values. Nevertheless, the development of the resistivity
with temperature is unequivocally linked to the ruthenium content.
Starting from x = 4 the samples with 3.25 ≤ x ≤ 4 exhibit a clear metallic be-

havior where the resistivity decreases on decreasing temperature. A closer analysis
reveals a quadratic temperature dependence ρ = ρ0+AT

2 which is typical for heavy-
fermion compounds, where the mass enhancement allows detecting the contribution
of electron-electron scattering, which otherwise is too weak to be observable and,
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hence, masked by the ρph ∝ T 5 low-temperature phonon-scattering contribution. For
LaCu3Ru4O12 a value of A = 15.4 nΩcm/K

2 is obtained [18] which is comparable
with the result published by Tanaka et al. in Ref. [6]. For intermediate ruthenium
concentrations 2.25 ≤ x ≤ 3 the metallic characteristics breaks down and the resistiv-
ity increases on decreasing temperature. However, the temperature dependence is not
really semiconducting either, because the data do not diverge towards low tempera-
tures. For x = 3 the resistivity even increases only by two orders of magnitude when
lowering the temperature from 300K to 2K. Only for x ≤ 2 the resistivity actually
diverges at very low temperature as expected for a semiconductor or insulator.
To understand the behavior in the intermediate range, we have to consider the

effect of dilution of the ruthenium sublattice by titanium. As corroborated by the
magnetic-resonance experiments presented in the following section, Ru4+ with its
magnetic moment hybridizing with the conduction electrons, is responsible for the
heavy-fermion formation. On dilution of Ru4+ with non-magnetic Ti4+, the heavy
Fermi liquid is weakened, until its coherence breaks down for x = 3. However, the
hybridization is locally still present, now enhancing the resistivity to low temperatures
due to scattering of the conduction electrons at the Ru4+ spins. This is comparable to
the scenario observed on dilution of dense 4f -electron based Kondo-lattice compounds
developing from a coherent Fermi-liquid state to the single-ion Kondo effect such
as reported for CexLa1−xCu2.05Si2 [43]. Note, however, that in contrast to those
4f systems, in LaCu3RuxTi4−xO12 the absolute increase of the resistivity to low
temperatures is much stronger, because on dilution the conduction electrons tend
to localize at the copper sites such that the conductivity gradually decreases and
in turn the single-ion Kondo-like behavior transforms into a purely semiconducting
characteristics for x ≤ 2.

7 Magnetic resonance

Electron spin resonance (ESR) and nuclear magnetic/quadrupole resonance
(NMR/NQR) are local methods, which probe the electronic properties on a micro-
scopic level. For example, in heavy-fermion compounds these contact-free techniques
yield precise information on the local distribution of the electronic mass enhance-
ment in the Fermi-liquid regime, on the opening of excitation gaps at the onset of
antiferromagnetic order, or on non-Fermi-liquid behavior close to a quantum-critical
point [44–47]. Our previous NQR experiments performed on the 101Ru and 63Cu nu-
clei in CaCu3Ru4O12 successfully established the formation of heavy effective-electron
masses at the ruthenium site as well as even reduced effective masses and non-Fermi-
liquid behavior at the copper site [5,9,18]. In case of NQR we have the advantage to
be able to study the unperturbed system, as we excite RF transitions between the
nuclear quadrupole levels naturally split by the intrinsic electric-field gradient (EFG)
and, therefore, we do not have to apply any external magnetic field as is necessary in
case of NMR or ESR.
In LaCu3Ru4O12 we found a

63Cu-NQR signal comparable to that in
CaCu3Ru4O12, but we could not detect any useful signal of the

101Ru nuclei nei-
ther by NQR nor by NMR. Moreover, by means of ESR we did not succeed to find
traces of electronic copper or ruthenium magnetic resonances in this sample. Hence,
we followed the procedure usually applied in 4f - and 5f -electron based intermetallic
compounds and doped a few percent of gadolinium on the lanthanum site [48]. Gd3+

exhibits an electron configuration 4f7, i.e., a half-filled 4f shell and stable spin-only
S = 7/2 state with a g-value g = 2. Due to vanishing orbital momentum the direct
spin-lattice relaxation is negligible and the relaxation via the conduction electrons
becomes dominant, which makes gadolinium a powerful local probe in metals.
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Fig. 11. ESR line width ΔH − ΔH0 and NQR spin–lattice relaxation rate 1/T1 versus
temperature on a double-logarithmic scale. Shown are Ru substitution values x from the
metallic part of the phase diagram. The straight lines indicate the linear Korringa relation,
i.e. ∝ T . Tcoh is the coherence temperature of the Kondo system.

In La0.95Gd0.05Cu3Ru4O12 the Gd
3+-ESR signal consists of a single exchange-

narrowed asymmetric Lorentz line which is typical for metals because of the skin
effect which admixes contributions of dispersion into the absorption [49]. For the sub-
stitutional series La0.95Gd0.05Cu3RuxTi4−xO12 the spectrum becomes more and more
symmetric on decreasing x, resulting from decreasing conductivity on approaching the
metal-to-insulator transition. Simultaneously, deviations from the ideal Lorentz shape
become significant for x ≤ 2 indicating insufficient exchange narrowing due to a lack
of conduction electrons in the insulating regime. Thus, the ESR line shape turns out
to be a sensitive indicator of the metal-to-insulator transition close to x = 2 [21].
Selected comparative results of our ESR and NQR experiments are shown in

Fig. 11, which depicts the longitudinal spin-relaxation rates 1/T1 obtained by both
methods. While in NQR the relaxation rate 1/T1 is directly measured by pulse meth-
ods, it is extracted from the half-width-at-half-maximum (HWHM) line width of the
CW-ESR signal by subtraction of a temperature-independent residual line width ΔH0
(due to inhomogeneities and impurities) such that the extrapolated width ΔH−ΔH0
vanishes at T = 0. After subtraction the remaining relaxation contribution ΔH−ΔH0
can be considered to represent the longitudinal ESR relaxation rate 1/T1, although
the line width strictly resembles the transverse relaxation rate 1/T2, because in met-
als usually T1 = T2 holds [49].

In the double-logarithmic plot of Fig. 11 the metallic Korringa relaxation
1/T1 = b · T due to the scattering of conduction electrons at the 63Cu-nuclear spin
or Gd3+-electron spin corresponds to a straight line with a slope of 1 as indicated
by the dashed grey lines. In conventional metals the factor b ∝ N2(EF) depends on
the squared density-of-states at the Fermi energy N(EF), but becomes enhanced in
a heavy-fermion metal below its characteristic temperature T ∗ by an additional con-
tribution proportional to the Pauli-like paramagnetic susceptibility χHF of the ions
responsible for the heavy-fermion formation. Regarding the 63Cu-NQR relaxation
rate in LaCu3Ru4O12, we obtain a linear temperature dependence, with its absolute
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value 63b ≈ 1 s−1K−1 comparable to that observed in copper metal [50]. In contrast
to CaCu3Ru4O12 there is no hint for any non-Fermi-liquid behavior at the Cu site.
The Cu nuclear spin is also not sensitive to the electronic mass enhancement.
On the other hand, the Gd-ESR line width of LaCu3Ru4O12 exhibits a consid-

erable linear increase bLT ≈ 24G/K for T ≤ 50K. This slope is larger than the one
found for usual metals of about b ≈ 5 G/K [51]. Above ≈ 50K the line-width ΔH(T )
obviously increases with a smaller slope. This border of changing slopes is marked
by the coherence temperature Tcoh, the upper temperature limit of the Fermi-liquid
regime [52,53]. Below Tcoh typically a linear behavior is observed for heavy fermions
which is followed by a nonlinear regime and finally approaches a moderate Korringa
law at high temperatures above the characteristic T ∗ � Tcoh [54]. From this it is
evident that Gd-ESR is capable to measure the electronic mass enhancement at the
ruthenium ions similarly to 101Ru-NQR in CaCu3Ru4O12 [9]. With decreasing Ru
content the temperature dependence of the gadolinium line width is still linear but
with monotonously decreasing slope bLT down to 7.5 Oe/K for x = 2.5 due to Ru
dilution. Reaching x = 2 no real linear behavior is discernible anymore signaling the
crossover to the insulating regime. From the extrapolation of the line width any resid-
ual Korringa contribution at high temperatures would be at least less than 1 Oe/K.
Approaching the spin-glass state the line width even increases at low temperatures.
Thus, the metal-to-insulator transition in LayCu3RuxTi4−xO12 is characterized

just by a fading of the metallic spin relaxation contributions without any critical diver-
gence. This is different from the behavior observed earlier in Gd1−xSrxTiO3 [55,56],
where the heavy-fermion type relaxation contribution diverges on approaching the
insulating regime due to diverging effective electronic masses, which has been also
observed in specific-heat measurements on the related compounds La1−xSrxTiO3 and
Y1−xCaxTiO3 [57,58]. The basic difference is that in those compounds the lattice of
the 3d-Ti ions remains intact, but substitution only changes the electronic filling on
the Ti sites between 3d0 and 3d1. The 3d electrons can move on the Ti lattice and the
correlations increase with increasing number of 3d electrons, giving rise to enhancing
effective masses and finally to the formation of the Mott insulator. In contrast, in
LayCu3RuxTi4−xO12, the magnetic Ru4+ ions, at which the heavy-fermion forma-
tion takes place, are substituted by non-magnetic Ti4+ ions with empty 3d shells.
Therefore, Ti substitution breaks the lattice periodicity of the heavy-fermion system
and strongly disturbs the 4d band structure. This in turn inhibits the conductivity,
while the electronic filling remains unaffected by the substitution.

8 Band-structure calculations

The electronic band structure of the solid-solution series LayCu3RuxTi4−xO12 was
studied using density-functional theory (DFT). For CaCu3Ti4O12 several publica-
tions on DFT calculation results can be found in literature. This is reasoned by
the observed unusual high dielectric constant of this oxide, which motivated the
high interest in the electronic structure. Different approaches were used in the ab
initio calculations. Local-density-approximation (LDA) as well as local spin-density-
approximation (LSDA) were reported in Refs. [59–61]. Other functionals such as the
generalized-gradient-approximation were used in Refs. [62,63]. From Hückel crystal-
orbital overlap-population models the density-of-states (DOS) was derived in Ref. [64].
The results of the different approaches were compared in Ref. [65]. The most so-
phisticated LSDA+U calculation results were shown in Ref. [66]. For the ruthenates
ACu3Ru4O12 (A = Na, Ca, Sr, La, Nd) the DOS was obtained using the augmented
spherical wave approach as reported in Refs. [67,68]. However, neither calculations
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for the La2/3Cu3Ti4O12 nor for any example of the series LayCu3RuxTi4−xO12 ex-
cept x = 4 were reported so far to our best knowledge, which motivated own DFT
calculation studies of several of these compounds.
To model the mixing of Ru and Ti on the B-site in the symmetry reduced P1

unit cell, several combinations of Ru and Ti were placed on the eight available sites.
Thus, the substitution levels x = 0.5, x = 1, . . . , x = 3.5, x = 4 correspond to the re-
placement of one, two, . . . , seven or eight Ti ions by Ru, respectively. The modelling
of varying combinations of the site occupations, which are not equal by a symmetry
operation, was required from two to six replaced ions to study the energetical prefer-
ence of order on the B-site by taking the solution with lowest total energy. By this
variation no preference for long-range ordered arrangements was found, i.e. the low-
est energies were found for statistically distributed B-sites, not for layered or striped
arrangements. This result was expected, since if such highly symmetrical orderings
were present, they would be observable by superstructural reflections in the XRD
patterns. Nevertheless, all possible combinations neglecting the symmetry equivalent
ones were modelled, because the obtained difference to the minimum energy can be
used to argue on the probability of the existence of these arrangements averaged over
the whole crystal structure. Since the modelled unit cell is only the smallest supercell
available for this compound, more sophisticated algorithms generating larger super-
cells with a random distribution of the B-cations might perhaps lead to more realistic
results, but were not available. However, the results already agree very well with the
experimental data. It has also to be mentioned that the La-site in LaCu3Ti4O12 was
set as fully occupied. This was required since it was not possible to obtain reason-
able results simulating a 2/3rd occupied site with a coherent-potential approximation
(CPA) due to the large difference of the “atom” chemical properties, i.e. La and empty
site [69]. Thus, the additional positive charge (+1/3 per formula unit) has to be kept
in mind mainly causing a slight shift of the band structure relative to EF.
Due to the only weak correlation between Cu 3d and Ru 4d electrons in the

semiconducting phase the calculations readily converged only up to a maximum sub-
stitution level of x = 2.5. For x > 2.5 the strong correlations in the metallic regime
made it necessary to slightly soften the usually sharp condition in variation of the elec-
tronic density to achieve convergence of the calculations. This indicates the expected
correlation effects observed for heavy-fermion behavior.
Upon using the spin-polarized LSDA the magnetic arrangement of the cationic

spin moments can be investigated by different initial spin settings. For LaCu3Ti4O12
the AFM setting of the Cu spin moments leads to a converging solution providing the
local spin moment S = ±0.38 (the signs indicate the antiparallel arrangement of the
spin directions) close to the nominal S = 1/2 per divalent copper ion. The obtained
magnetic structure shows the same alternation of ferromagnetically ordered layers
along the [111]-direction as reported for CaCu3Ti4O12 [40]. Thus, with respect to the
magnetic properties discussed above the Cu spins were all set to this AFM configu-
ration before the LSDA calculations for the Ru substituted samples were started. On
the other hand, for the Ru-sites the spin moments were initially set in a ferromagnetic
arrangement using a value S = 1.
In Fig. 12 the obtained total density-of-states for the calculation result with lowest

total energy for integer x are depicted for the energy range −8 to +3 eV around the
Fermi-energy and marked by grey shaded areas. Only the spin-up channel of the
DOS is shown since due to the (apparent) AFM order symmetrical DOS of both
majority and minority spin channels are obtained. The DOS of LaCu3Ti4O12 (x = 0)
is shown at the bottom and the results for the substitution series with integer x are
shown up to LaCu3Ru4O12 (x = 4) at the top. The obtained DOS for LaCu3Ti4O12
is very similar to the one reported for CaCu3Ti4O12 (also using LSDA) except for
the shift relative to EF by approximately −0.3 eV [60,61]. The general shape in the
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Fig. 12. Total density-of-states DOS (grey) of LaCu3RuxTi4−xO12 obtained by DFT-
calculations using LSDA (only spin-up channel is shown) for integer values of x. The partial
DOS of Cu 3d and Ti 3d are colored red and yellow. For the ruthenium 4d bands the partial
DOS is marked by the green cross-shaded area.

vicinity of EF of CaCu3Ti4O12 was also evidenced by measurements of the optical
conductivity [70]. The Ti 3d bands found above 1.5 eV are colored yellow. Between −1
and 0.5 eV small contributions of the Cu and Ti 3d bands are located. These states
could be shifted to higher energies resulting in a realistic band gap of this insulating
phase using an additional Hubbard-U term, such as described in Ref. [66]. The Cu
3d bands are colored red and form a broad peak around −1.5 eV. The remaining
part is dominated by the large number of oxygen 2p bands merely reflecting the gray
shaded area. The Ru 4d bands (green cross shaded area) appear mainly between −2
and +0.5 eV around the Fermi energy starting with x = 0.5. As expected the Ru
4d contributions increase with increasing substitution level, while the partial DOS
of Ti 3d decreases in accordance with the substitution level x. Especially at EF the
enhanced number of Ru 4d bands close the band gap, which is existing for x = 0, and
a higher electrical conductivity can be expected. This can also be derived from the
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Fig. 13. Local average spin moments of Cu (solid black squares) and Ru (open red rhombes)
in LaCu3RuxTi4−xO12 obtained by DFT calculations using LSDA. The Cu moments are
found to be antiferromagnetically arranged, while the Ru moments show no preference to
order. For x = 0 the spin-moment value for the copper ions obtained from the magnetic
susceptibility data is shown in addition as empty black square.

change of the sample color from brownish to black as soon as a small amount of Ru
is substituting Ti and from the resistivity data discussed in Sect. 6.
The sharply peaked Ti 3d pDOS above 0.5 eV is only slightly shifted upon Ru

substitution. On the other hand, for x ≥ 2.5 the DOS in this region is smeared
out to a broad structure reflecting the Ru 4d eg bands of the RuO6 octahedra. The
whole broad peak structure of the main contribution of the Cu 3d bands located
between −2 and −1 eV in the valence band is shifted gradually with increasing x
by roughly -1 eV in LaCu3Ru4O12 compared to the titanate

2. The shift is rather
small for x ≤ 2.5 but is visibly enhanced for higher Ru concentrations. This finding
correlates with the decrease of the Cu valence observed by x-ray absorption near edge
structure (XANES) spectroscopy [19]. In general, the total DOS becomes significantly
broadened and smoothened upon the increasing ruthenium concentration indicating
the increasing delocalization of the Cu 3d electrons in the system in accordance with
the results discussed in the previous sections.
Local spin moments of the ions on the Cu- and Ru-sites are additionally obtained

from the DFT calculations. The averaged moments for Cu and Ru versus the sub-
stitution level are depicted in Fig. 13. The Cu spin values decrease gradually from
approximately 0.38 for x = 0 to almost zero for x ≥ 2.5. This finding is in agree-
ment with the Cu spin moments obtained from the entropy values derived from the
experimental specific-heat data (Sect. 5) as well as with the qualitative evolution of
the effective moment derived from the “best fit” of the susceptibility data (Sect. 4).
For x = 0 the value S = 0.5 is more realistic, since it was obtained from the mag-
netic susceptibility data and the above mentioned deviation of the La-site occupation
surely influences the value found in the DFT calculation. In contrast to the copper
moments, the local Ru spin moment increases for x ≥ 2.5 again in good qualitative
2 For which to be correct the whole DOS must be shifted to higher energies due to the
used LaCu3Ti4O12 formula unit instead of La2/3Cu3Ti4O12 as mentioned above.
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Fig. 14. Phase diagram of LayCu3RuxTi4−xO12 using characteristic transition temperatures
(left scale) and low-temperature Korringa slopes (green stars) from Gd3+-ESR (right scale).
The Néel temperatures TN were determined from the kink in the magnetic susceptibility (blue
triangles) as well as from the maxima of the peak in the specific heat (red squares). The
transition to the spin-glass state is rather smooth and, therefore, only a color change is used
to indicate it. The corresponding freezing temperature Tf is obtained from the maximum
in the cusp of the zfc-susceptibility (purple triangles) and the maximum of the peak in the
specific heat Cp divided by 1.2 (orange rhombes). The latter value documents a reduction
of the freezing temperature as typically experienced for spin-glass materials [41].

agreement with the “best fit” of the susceptibility data. The obtained behavior of
the Cu and Ru local spin moments agrees well with the above described increasing
delocalization of the Cu 3d electrons, which become itinerant above x = 2.5. On the
other hand, Ru 4d electrons start to increasingly localize until SRu ≈ 0.83 is achieved
for x = 4, which is close to the S = 1 expected for the 4d4 low-spin configuration of
Ru4+ ions in octahedral coordination. This fits to the strongly varying nature of the
Ru d electrons reported in Ref. [71]. Furthermore, the changes in the crystal structure
have to be considered. Goodenough [72] reported on an increasing localized character
of electrons in octahedral BO6 coordination when the average B–O bond length in-
creases, which is the case for increasing x in LaCu3RuxTi4−xO12. In comparison, the
Cu–O bond length either slightly decreases or remains almost constant. Furthermore,
the variation of the Ru–O–Ru bond angle as described in Sect. 4 has to be regarded.
The slight changes of the local crystal structure and the rising number of available
Ru–O–Cu exchange interaction paths per unit-cell with increasing Ru incorporation
seem to support the mobility and itineracy of the Cu electrons.

9 Phase diagram

In the previous sections a considerable number of characteristic data for different
phases have been obtained and discussed. Depending on the ruthenium substitution
level, characteristic transition temperatures (left scale) as well as Korringa slopes
(right scale) are used to construct the corresponding phase diagram shown in Fig. 14.
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At x = 0 we start from an antiferromagnetic Mott insulator with a Néel temper-
ature TN ≈ 24K. Here the copper spins are well localized as evident from the pure
Curie-Weiss behavior of the magnetic susceptibility and the well defined Cu2+-ESR
signal [34]. With increasing Ru content replacing the Ti ions, TN decreases linearly
down to about 9K for x = 0.5, where the antiferromagnet gradually transforms into
a frustrated magnet, revealing a spin-glass state. Concomitantly, the Cu-ESR signal
vanishes indicating the incipient delocalization of the Cu-3d electrons [73]. On fur-
ther increasing x the spin-glass state turns out to be rather stable with a freezing
temperature Tf ≈ 8K until it becomes suppressed at x ≈ 2.25, where the copper
spins are supposed to become completely delocalized. Above this Ru concentration
the compounds remain paramagnetic down to the lowest temperatures without any
indications of AFM ordering or spin-glass transition. However, a significantly increas-
ing conductivity, a non-zero Sommerfeld-coefficient in the specific heat Cp and most
clearly a non-zero Korringa relaxation of the Gd3+-ESR indicate a metallic phase for
x ≥ 2.25. Moreover, with increasing x the electronic correlations become stronger,
which was observed in the magnetic susceptibility and DFT calculations, resulting in
a heavy-fermion state for LaCu3Ru4O12.
In total, the experimental data indicate the coincidence of the suppression of the

spin-glass state around x = 2.25 with the occurrence of the metal-to-insulator tran-
sition in the same substitution range. This coincidence was predicted earlier from
preliminary measurements and was ascribed to the existence of a quantum-critical
point (QCP) in Ref. [18]. Now, the predicted value of the critical concentration x ≈ 2
has been refined by ESR methods [21] and can be appropriately discussed in the
context of the results provided in the present publication. It is not a standard sce-
nario of a QCP albeit the suppression of a magnetic transition and the concomitant
emergence of metallic conductivity represented by the Korringa slope in the phase
diagram. The suppressed magnetic phase is a spin-glass state which is not a phase in
terms of a thermodynamic definition. Moreover, any divergence of the effective elec-
tronic mass, usually expected at the QCP, cannot be evidenced from the behavior of
the Korringa-slope or Sommerfeld coefficient, which rather are governed by a simple
dilution effect.
Nevertheless, one has to take into account that the situation in LayCu3Rux

Ti4−xO12 is more complicated than in a usual Mott-Hubbard scenario, because of
the different magnetic systems involved. The electric conductivity emerges from the
gradual delocalization of the copper 3d holes and the suppression of the correspond-
ing spin-glass phase with increasing ruthenium content x. On the other hand, the
ruthenium 4d-valence is always stable at +4 exhibiting a Kondo-like behavior with
a characteristic temperature practically independent from x. This means that the
quantum-critical behavior is to be expected rather in the copper electron system
than for the ruthenium spins. Here it has to be recalled that in the related compound
CaCu3Ru4O12 non-Fermi liquid behavior indicating the proximity of a QCP has been
observed basically in the copper subsystem at temperatures below 2K [5]. Thus, fur-
ther low-temperature investigations in the milli-Kelvin regime are necessary, to better
characterize the properties of the quantum-critical point in LayCu3RuxTi4−xO12.

10 Summary

We performed a comprehensive experimental investigation of the substitutional
series LayCu3RuxTi4−xO12 in search for quantum criticality at the transition from
an antiferromagnetic Mott insulator (x = 0) with colossal dielectric constants to a
d-electron derived heavy-fermion metal (x = 4). The structural and physical
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properties were characterized on polycrystalline materials prepared by solid-state
reaction. X-ray diffraction confirmed the phase purity of all samples which all
crystallize in the same cubic space group Im3̄. Only the cell parameter a increases
monotonously with increasing substitution levels x and y.
From the inverse magnetic susceptibility effective magnetic moments and Curie-

Weiss (CW) temperatures were obtained by means of pure Curie-Weiss fits in the
temperature range above 300K. Here the effective magnetic moments μeff are in
good agreement with the theoretical estimates of Ru4+ plus Cu2+ moments. The CW
temperatures ΘCW change from −100K down to −1000K in the range 1 ≤ x ≤ 3
indicating the strong increase of the exchange with increasing influence of the Ru
4d orbitals. For expanding the CW-fits to the range 100 ≤ T ≤ 400K an additional
temperature-independent term χ0 was introduced to describe Pauli-paramagnetic as
well as van-Vleck contributions and to account for the non-linearity of 1/χ in this
temperature regime. From these fits a minimum of μeff was obtained for x ≈ 2 and
the CW temperature decreases gradually to −700K for increasing Ru concentration.
From this behavior it can be concluded that the high temperature fit shows the
expected spin-only magnetism for LayCu3RuxTi4−xO12, while at low temperatures
the delocalization of the Cu electrons predicted by band-structure calculations and
the Kondo-screening effect at the Ru ions play major roles. The existence of a spin-
glass state was endorsed for the substitution range 0.5 ≤ x ≤ 2.25 using field-cooled
and zero-field-cooled as well as AC-susceptibility measurements.
The antiferromagnetic order observed for low Ru contents (x ≤ 0.5) as well as the

transition to the spin-glass state (x ≤ 2.25) can be clearly observed in the specific-
heat data. The area below the transition peak was determined after subtraction of
the phonon contributions to the specific heat. From this area the magnetic entropy
SΔ of the transition was obtained and, hence, the effective spin-moment per cop-
per ion S was calculated using SΔ = 3 · R ln (2S + 1). For x = 0 a good agreement
was found with S = 1/2, however for increasing Ru content the effective moment
decreases monotonously and vanishes almost for x ≥ 2, which can be explained by
increasing delocalization of the Cu electrons according to the evaluation of χ at in-
termediate temperatures. Furthermore, it was found that the electronic contribution
to the specific heat (Sommerfeld coefficient) strongly increases for x ≥ 2.5, which
correlates with the increasing Kondo-like behavior of heavy-fermion systems in the
Ru-rich phase. At the same time the electrical resistivity in this Ru-rich phase x ≥ 2
reflects the transition from a semiconducting to a metallic phase close to x = 2.25
with the Kondo-like behavior.
The longitudinal spin-relaxation rate 1/T1 obtained in nuclear quadrupole reso-

nance (NQR) measurements of 63Cu in LaCu3Ru4O12 reveals a purely linear Korringa
law with a slope comparable to that in copper metal. In contrast, the ESR linewidth
observed for Gd-doped LayCu3RuxTi4−xO12 with high ruthenium contents exhibits
an enhanced slope below Tcoh ≈ 50K and flattens at higher T . As the Korringa-slope
is directly connected to the density-of-states at the Fermi-level in metallic systems
these results indicate locally different density-of-states at Cu- and Gd-site: While the
Cu-site is not affected by the heavy-fermion formation, Gd detects the spin fluctua-
tion at the Ru-site. This is in agreement with NQR experiments in CaCu3Ru4O12,
where the Korringa rate is strongly enhanced in comparison with Ru-metal in 101Ru
NQR but slightly lower than in Cu-metal in 63Cu NQR [18]. The increased slope when
compared with canonical metals once more supports the heavy-fermion behavior.
The experiments have been accompanied by systematic DFT band-structure cal-

culations utilizing local spin-density-approximation LSDA. In the density-of-states
Cu and Ru bands with d-orbital character are located at the Fermi-energy. The con-
tributions of the Ti 3d orbitals are found in the range 1 eV to 3 eV above EF. The
Cu 3d bands are gradually shifted to lower energies by approximately 1 eV with
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increasing Ru content indicating a decrease of the copper valence. Furthermore, a
stronger hybridization with the ruthenium bands is visible. Thus, a decreasing local
Cu spin moment is obtained with increasing x in agreement with the findings in the
specific-heat and magnetic-susceptibility data. On the other hand, the Ru 4d spin
moments are increasingly localized for higher Ru concentrations x > 2 according to
a local heavy-fermion formation at the Ru-site.
Both, experimental data and DFT calculations indicate the increasing delocaliza-

tion of the copper electrons with increasing x, finally resulting in a metallic state
for x ≥ 2.25. Although the electronic mass enhancement is clearly connected to the
Kondo-like behavior of the ruthenium spins and their concentration x, the copper sys-
tem seems to cross a quantum-critical point at x ≈ 2.25 starting from an antiferromag-
netic ground state of localized spins (x = 0) via a spin-glass phase (0.5 ≤ x ≤ 2.25)
into complete delocalization for x ≥ 2.25. The detailed properties of this QCP should
be elucidated by further detailed experiments in the milli-Kelvin regime.
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